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Chapter 17

A GENERAL THEORY OF SACRIFICE AND THE

SLAYING OF THE VICTIM IN THE GREEK THUSIA

Fnou the last decades of the nineteenth century until the middle of our own,

the history of religions took on the task of constructing a general theory of
sacrifice. Today we are more prudent than we used to be. Now we are more

concerned with complexity, especially with the diversity of ritual practices,

whereas before we had instantly labeled them with the same term' borrowed

from the Latin, and had lumped them together into a single arbitrary category'

This procedure, whose origins, motivations, and incentives Marcel Detienne

has recently investigated,t would have to fulfill a certain number of conditions

if it were to be legitimated. There is one condition at least that Hubert and

Mauss singled out and attempted to satisfy in their Essai sur la nature et les

fonctions du sacrifice,2 an essay that stands as the model of a unified general

theory because of the information it contains, its wide range of views, and its

systematic method.

To speak of sacrifice, we must be sure from the outset that this concept

corresponds to an exact object, which is strictly defined and characterized by

traits that unequivocally distinguish it from related religious phenomena. As

its name indicates, Hubert and Mauss observe, sacrifice is a consecration. But

not every consecration is a sacrifice (extreme unction, for example). In the

sacrificial rite, consecration radiates outward beyond the consecrated object to

reach one personage in particular, whose role is fundamental, if we are to

devise a physiognomy of sacrifice, and that is the sacrificer. By furnishing the

divinity with the consecrated object, the sacrificer expects the ceremony to

This text originally appeared as "Théorie générale du sacrifice et mise à mort dans laThusia

grecque," in Le sacrifice dans l'antiquité, Entretiens sur l'antiquité classique, 27, Fondation

Hardt (Vandoeuvres-Geneva, l98l), l-21. The appended Greek text has been omitted, and the

interested reader may consult the volume for the transcription of the discussion that followed

among the participants. The second part of the text was translated by some students (now un-

known) at Michigan State University for a conference organized by William Tyrrell, who has

assented to its reuse, and the whole has now been completed and revised by Froma L Zeitlin'

Permission to publish has kindly been granted by the Fondation Ha¡dt.
I Marcel Detienne and J.-P. Vemant, eds., La cuisine du sacrifice en pays Srec (Paris, 1979),

24-35t tfans. Paula Wissing, under the litle The Cuisine of Sacrifice among the Greeks (Chicago,

l 989).
2 Published in Année Sociologique 2 (1899), it was reprinted in Ma¡cel Mauss, Oelrvres (Paris,

1968), vol. 1, pp. 193-3O7 , as "Les fonctions sociales du sacré."
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produce a transformation as a result of the sacrifice and to bestow on him a

new religious quality. One of sacrifice's distinctive features, therefore' is the

fact that it plays among three terms, with the consecrated object serving as the

intermediary úetween ihe sacrificer and the divinity. In this sense, theìacrifice

can be distinguished from direct forms of contact between men and gods, such

as the one that aims to effect a blood alliance. Finally, sacrifice must not be

confused with simple offerings. Consecration in sacrificial rites always im-

plies the destruction of the object----consumed by fire if it is a vegetal oblation'

its throat cut and its body immolated if a living creature is involved. No sac-

rifice without mediation, no mediator who is not in some sense a victim.

But is it sufficient to have staked out, like a surveyor, the boundaries within

which sacrifice should be inscribed? A new question seems to arise immedi-

ately. Does the figure of sacrifice remain constant when the relations among

the three partners implied in the sacrificial schema are highly modifred from

one civilization to another or from one case to another within the same culture?

And is it identical when they are organized according to different patterns?

When transformation occurs, does not the relative placement of the actors

(sacrificer, victim, divinity) change in new situations? On the other hand, can

a sacrificial outline be constructed as an abstract model without taking into

account a whole series of variables: (l) nature of the victim, which can be a

wild beast, a domestic animal, a human being; (2) modalities of immolation;

and (3) postsacrificial practices according to whether the victim is, wholly or

in part, assigned as human food, or, on the contrary, is forbidden for con-

sumption?
In other words, the question to ask is whether a ritual scenario, even if it

occurs in one place or another in apparently similar forms, does not assume

different, even contradictory, religious meanings according to the context in

which it is found. An understanding of sacrifice presupposes that each type of

ritual be resituated in the religious system of which it is a part and that this

religious system itself be treated in the context of the civilization as a whole

to which it belongs. Investigations of sacrifice should, therefore, be engaged

from the start in the very specific limits established for a religion and a society'

Their task would be, not to introduce a general theory of sacrifice, but to lead

to a comparative typology of different sacrificial systems.

To illustrate these overly general views, we have chosen to investigate how

the victim is put to death in the case of the thusia, the Greek sacrifice meant

for human consumption. There are several reasons for this choice. First, the

factual: all the available evidence tells us that it is impossible to conceive of

an animal sacrifice without putting the victim to death, and that this immola-

tion seems to constitute an inefutably brutal fact whose meaning is too univ-

ocal to lend itself to discussion. Second, for theoretical reasons. During recent

years, two types ofresearch have taken up where older theories left off. It can

be said that two scholars, a Hellenist, Walter Burkert, whose work extends
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that of Karl Meuli, and an anthropologist-philosopher, René Girard, have
vastly increased the interest in these problems about sacrifice by renewing
their approach.3 Their differences in orientation and method are immediately
apparent. Nevertheless, they agree on the idea that the fundamental feature of
the sacrificial rite is a scenario in which the victim is slain and that the victim's
ritual murder constitutes the entire ceremony's center of gravity. Is this inter-
pretation absolutely new? In our opinion, the theory of Hubert and Mauss also
assigns a central place and decisive role to the slaying of the animal, even
though they treat sacrifice from another point of view, emphasizing its use of
an intermediary as a technique for connecting the two usually separated
spheres of sacred and profane (an interpretationjustly criticized, in the case of
ancient Greece, by Jean Rudhardt in 1958).a

The question we want to pose about the thusia is to find out whether this act
of putting to death does not assume meanings, values, and functions that may
differ according to the context and symbolic organization of the ceremony.

II

There is a central dramatic moment in the sacrificial scenario: the slaying of
the animal. If one accepts a general theory of sacrifice, such as the one de-
scribed by Hubert and Mauss, this moment constitutes the ritual's apex. Let
us take the Greek sacrifice of an ox as an example. In this case, the animal's
spine is struck with an ax, severing its cervical vertebrae and permitting the
person performing the slaughter to cut its throat with a machaira (knife) so the
blood can gush out. In Greece, this instant, during which "the soul departs
from the bones" (Od. 3.455), is punctuated by the ololuge, the women's rit-
ualist yodel-like cry, which marks the intensity of religious emotion (Od.
3.450-52). Prior to this climactic point in the ritual, everything has been set
up to wrest the victim, as well as those performing the sacrifice, away from
the profane world to which they belong. A perfect animal was chosen, one
kept free from the yoke and preserved from undue contact with the hardships
of daily toil. The sacrificial beast was adorned and crowned with headbands,
and then, accompanied by flute music, it was led with great pomp to the altar
where it was sprinkled with lustral water. The animal has in a sense followed
an ascending curve that elevates it little by little from the profane to the sacred.
The peak of the curve is marked by the animal's death and hence is the climax
of the consecration, the point of maximum and definitive worship. As long as
the animal lives, its body remains linked to the profane world. Through death,
the animal's most sacred element-its life---disappears into the beyond, the

3 Walter Burkert, Homo necans, trans. Peter Bing (Berkeley, 1983); René Girard,Violence
and the Sacred, trans. Patrick Gregory (Baltimore, 1977).

a Notions fondamentales de la pensée religieuse et actes constitutifs du cutte dans Ia Grèce
c lassique (Geneva, 1958), 295-96.
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''elsewhere," and passes to "the other side of the veil "; henceforth it belongs
to the sacred domain. Man, still bound to the sphere of the profane, may dis-
pose of the body, for even though sanctified, the animal's rem4ins do not
contain the fully sacred power that would make it untouchable to mere mor-
tals. The man performing the sacrifice has also followed a curve similar to the
victim's; he has been raised toward the sacred, but not to the same heights,
because he has not accompanied the victim in death. He can therefore return
to his starting point at the end of this trajectory with rejuvenated forces and a
new vitality. If the sacrificer himself were engaged in the ritual up to its final
stage, he would, just as the victim does, find death and not life.

Thus the sacrifice seems like an operation that permits man to approach the
sacred domain, to touch it without losing himself in its grasp. His strategy
depends on a kind of ruse: entry into the sacrifice only on the assurance that
he can return from it. He remains under shelter: the gods take the victim in-
stead of the immolator. This act of substitution, however, shows that the rit-
ual's logic is sustained by a necessary final consequence ofthe procedure: the
act of slaying. Because consecration, when fulfilled, destroys by its intensity
whatever it uses, the person performing the sacrifice can only be consecrated
indirectly, in a subdued and oblique manner through a shock-absorbing inter-
mediary. Thanks to the victim's mediation, sacred and profane worlds make
contact and intermingle yet remain distinct entities.

If this pattern is valid, the key to the sacrificial mechanism lies in the mur-
derous violence imposed on an animal. The brutal destruction of a life, offered
as a substitute for one's own, is the only means by which man may enter the
sacred world without also leaving the profane.

violence and murder are thus found at the core of sacrifice. For the moment,
let us accept this model, at least as a temporary hypothesis, of a collective
behavior that uses the murderous act for religious ends by displacing its vio-
lence and directing it toward an animal promoted to play an intermediary role
between men and gods. What information do Greek myths provide on this
subject? What do they tell us about the manner in which legendary accounts
were articulated within the ancient pol¿s? what functions were effectively as-
sumed by the ritual practices to which these myths refer?

First' in the Promethean foundation myth of sacrifice, violence and murder
are passed over in silence. The son of Japet brings a large living ox before
men and gods; when it is dead, he cuts it up and divides it into two parts.
There is no account of butchery and slaughter. This omitted statement is most
revealing: the essential element of the ritual lies precisely in what Hesiod
leaves out-that is, the incidence of murder at the climax of the sacrifice.
Mythical discourse in this case proceeds by censorship or camouflage in rela-
tion to the ritual's practical reality. Formulated in this way, the hypothesis
stated above seems difflcult to uphold. Why?

In effect, this hypothesis presumes the existence within the social order of
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"reality" or "truth" as defined by what man does. Conversely, it also as-

sumes a rhetorical illusion: what one tells in relation to what one does. The

distance between the candid nakedness of the practice and the fallacious mas-

querade of discourse is a measure of that part of the ideology goveming social

consciousness.
Unfortunately, this splendid dichotomy between practice and discourse, be-

tween the doing and the telling, crumbles on closer inspection. In its general

unfolding and in the details of its sequences, Greek sacrificial practice reveals

the same negative attitude and the same wish to deny violence and murder as

those found in the silence of myth. One could object by asking: what about

the slaying? Quite briefly, the sacrificial ceremony might be precisely defined

as follows: the sum of procedures permitting the slaughter of an animal under

such conditions that violence seems excluded and the slaying is unequivocally

imbued with a characteristic that distinguishes it from murder and places it in

a different category from the blood-crime that the Greeks call phonos'

Let us recall only a few points. It is not enough for the animal to be led of
its own accord from beginning to end, without a leash, under no coercion and

of its own volition. The animal is expected in some manner to give consent to

the blow it is about to receive, either by a movement of the head or a shiver in

the body. In an extreme situation, the animal will throw itself voluntarily into

the sacrificial fire. The instruments that too clearly evoke murder and blood-

shed in the Greek imagination, such as the machaira, are left unseen: they are

hidden in a basket beneath the grains ofbarley that will be sprinkled over the

victim when it reaches the altar. In this sense, the silences of myth no longer

translate as a form of censorship used to hide the ritual's true objective. They

seem rather to accord with common practice and to correspond to the specific

gestures whose import they underline and whose intentions they make ex-

plicit.
Furthermore, if we depart from the categories of speaking and doing to

examine the one of seeing, a new order of relationships can be observed. In

the repertory of sacrificial scenes found on vases, not one ofthem presents the

slaying and death of the victim. The images are silent when the ax falls and

the throat is cut. When the machaira is brandished, it is only exposed as an

instrument to cut up the remains according to an ordedy procedure. One never

notices the knife at the moment of slaughter because blood is never repre-

sented as flowing from the victim's neck at the moment of death. Jean-Louis

Durand writes: "The act which paves the way to death in the throat of the

beasts is never represented."s In the images as in the myths, "death and sac-

riflce are without exception kept separate." Renewed censorship or excessive

inhibition? Are we to assume revulsion on the part of those painters when they

had to expose, in all its brutality, the decisive moment that separates the often
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represented early sequence of the pompe, where the animal, very much alive,
is being led to the altar, from the later sequences, also represented, where the
beast is transformed into a mass of flesh, in edible meat, wherejt is cut in
pieces, suspended from branches, placed on tables, driven into the spits (oåe-

loi), put up to boil in pots, and roasted over a fire?
If this were really the case, how are we to account for the explicit depiction

of horror when it is precisely at its highest pitch, when it is no longer an
ordinary animal but rather a human being who is to be sacrificed like a beast?
Here any apparent reticence or any entreated repugnance disappears: the
painter relentlessly, and in the crudest manner, represents the knife sinking
into the unfortunate victim's throat, whose blood gushes over the ground or
the altar. "One sees Polyxena's blood spurt, but not that ofpigs and sheep,"
notes Durand.ó In one instance we find inhibition and dissimulation, in the
other cynicism and exhibition. One cannot help but conclude that in the im-
agery the two ways of representing the slaying both complement and oppose
each other: the presence and absence of blood are the distinctive markers that
emphasize the distance between the sacrificial animal, whose meat will be
ritually consumed, and its opposite-a ruthless murder, an ungodly act of vi-
olence fraudulently disguised as a sacrifice. The gap revealed by the different
handling of images aims to show that a human being is neither a good meal
nor a good sacrifice. Properly speaking, there is no human "sacrifice" which
is not also a deviant or comrpted sacriûce, a monstrous offering.

If within the operation that jointly offers an animal's life to the gods and
transforms its body into food for human consumption, myth, imagery, and
ritual are uniformly bound so as to "neutralize" violence and murder, then
the interpretation of sacrifice is to be found in only one of two possible direc-
tions. If we follow the first, we are required to comment on the institution
itself, that is, on the social phenomenon in its entirety, as claimed first by
myth, and to afñrm that sacrifice is "ideological" in terms of both its parts
and its totality. The key to this vast, collective activity, around which the
entire political and religious life of the city gravitates, would, in the final anal-
ysis, reside in the capacity of sacrifice to conceal its real object, to cover up
its practical truth. Through the behavior it actualizes as much as through the
glosses it provides through myth, sacrifice would become what Meuli called
''a comedy of innocence. " It would aim to veil the human participants' aware-
ness of the very nature of the act they are actually in the process of making a

reality: violence and murder.
But if we refuse to impose a meaning on sacrifice contrary to the one ex-

plicitly given to it by the Greeks, we must also refuse the opportunities offered
by a recourse to the notion ofideology. Consequently, ifwe follow the second
direction, we will have to determine the reasons that allow this orientation to

5 "Bêtes grecques," in Detienne and Vemant, la cuísine de sacrifice 6 Ibid., 138.
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produce a coherent theory of Greek sacrificial practice. This theory must en-

compass the meaning and range of a strategy that, at all levels of the slaugh-
tering process, systematically bypasses the moment of death. If the ritual re-
mains silent, one can ask in the same argument what is proclaimed by the
image and the myth. What is the nature of this social truth that the Greek
imagination seeks to establish by overt and falsifying omission in order to
acknowledge the contrast between murder and violence on the one hand and

sacrifice on the other?
Two solutions are available. The choice of the first, based on an ideological

exegesis, lends itselffrom the start to a claim that brings out clearly its equiv-
ocal and uncertain character.

Indeed, there existed in the Greek world, on the margins of the official
religion, individuals who looked like magi and groups with the character of
brotherhoods or sects, which refused to perform sacriûces. They extolled a
"pure" life-style that distinguished them from ordinary men, one of whose
chief rules was a vegetarian regime, that is, the abstinence from all the meats

that could only be obtained through the intermediary of sacrifice. These forms
of religious behavior, aberrant with respect to the norm, claimed that by side-
stepping the sacrificial act they could establish a closer contact with the divine,
a proximity not recognized by the official religion and rejected as a form of
impiety. In order to condemn sacrifice in all its implications in terms of man's
relation to the gods, to replace it with a wholly different religious concept,
which, together with vegetarianism, allowed a different means of access to the
divine, these marginal groups, like the Pythagoreans and the Orphics, assim-
ilated sacrifice to murder. They denounced murderous violence in the sacrifi-
cial rite, which they saw as analogous to the harm one would inflict on a family
member. They effaced the boundary between sacrifice and murder, between
domestic animal and human being, a boundary the sacrificial institution had

worked to build. No intellectual ambitions were at stake. Their aim was not to
use rational analysis to strip sacrifice of the ideological adornments that
clothed it. Instead, these groups proposed a different type of religiosity that
did not depend on sacriflce. They extolled an experience and approach to the

divine that implied, as a preliminary condition, the disqualification of bloody
sacrifice. This sectarian refusal to engage in the official religious game and to
recognize the difference it established between sacrifice and murder, domestic
animal and human being, found its foundation and its end in the desire to
efface another boundary, to erase another distance-the boundary that sepa-

rates men and gods. In order to allow men to become divine, sacrifice was

rejected as murderous and ungodly, its symbolic organization dismantled. But
what evidence authorizes us to take the word of these marginals rather than
that of the representatives of the official cult to get at the truth behind the

sacrificial act? If we cling to the notion of ideology, we could also say that the

assimilation of sacrifice to murder is no less ''ideological" for the Greeks than
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the contrary position., Both are equally religious strategies that confront each
gthe¡' tþ firsr through the symboìic constription of a iacrificiai,lrrìà- an"is, the differenriation betweén sacrifice uno -u.ã"r;, ñm;äåäìhrougt
the deconstruction of such a system (that is, through the identification of sac_rifice and murder).

An initial concrusion can now be reached: the concept ofideology is not anoperative element in G¡eek sacrifice. Its pertinence is minor in thJsense that,with this as a point of departure, one cannot discriminate between the real andthe illusory within a social reality.

.. we must therefore proceed differently. without projecting our own convic-tions on these Greek omissions, we shall allow to be hearã what they keptsilent about as much as what they enunciated. The omitted and the enunciatedbecome two sides of a single discourse whose coherence, once demonstrated,must be taken seriousry. whatever may have been the o.igi,' oi-ru.rificialpractices in the remote Indo-European past, whatever their social functionsand religious varues may be in othei civilizations, the essential point heìe is tounderstand what the Greeks, as Greeks, made of it. How aio ttr"y o.gunir"gestural patterns and mythical commentaries in order to construct án entirelyoriginal symbolic system? such a system not onry established a link with thegods,- hence respecting.the inaccessibility of the sacred world; it also estab-lished a social link within the profane worrd according to a particular model_the political community. Lastly, through the consecrated nourishment of sac_riûce, such a system rooted^each and eiery participant in trt" ¡t" inli. i.op".place, assigned the status ofman defined ú"i*".n beasts and gods.
In a study written in l9.l5,I stated:

Greek sacrifice differs from vedic sacrifice in that the latter is a prototype for theact of creation, which brings forth and binds the universe together in its totality.Much more modest' Greek sacrifice recalrs prometheus,s act, which alienated
man from the gods. In a ritual that seeks to join the mortal with the immofal itconsecrates the unattainable distance that henceforth separates them. Through analimentary code it seats man in his proper place, between beasts and gods, mid_way between the savagery ofanimals who devour each other,s raw flesh, and theimmutable felicity of the gods who know nothing of hunger, pain, and death be_cause they feed on nectar and ambrosia. This concern with exact delimitation andcareful allocation brings sacrifice in ritual and myth into crose conjunction with

cereal agriculture and marriage, which, together with sacrifice, define the special
situation of man. In the same way that man, to survive, must consume the cooked
flesh of a domestic animal sacrificed according to rule, he must also nourish him-self on sitos, a cooked meal obtained from properly curtivated domestic plants
and' for his fam'y line to continue, he must beget a son by sexual union with awoman whom marriage has taken from her primitive state to be domesticated byestablishing her in the conjugal home. owing to this need for balance in Greek
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sacrifice, the sacrificer and the god, although associated in the rite, do not as a

rule intermingle; they are kept at a distance, neither too close nor too far apart.

That this powerful theology, indissolubly linked to a social system in its way

of setting up barriers between man and what is not man, of defining his relations

with what is above and below man, should be found on the level of dietary pro-

cedures explains why the peculiarities of diet among Orphics and Pythagoreans,

on the one hand, and of some Dionysiac practices, on the other, have real theo-

logical significance and express wide divergences ofreligious approach. Vegetar-

ianism, abstention from the eating of flesh, is a refusal of the sanguinary sacrifice,

which is likened to the murder of one's kin.

Omophagia, the diasparagmos of the Bacchants-that is, the devouring of the

raw flesh of an animal hunted down and tom apart alive-is the reversal of the

normal values of sacrifice. But if one circumvents sacrifice from above by con-

suming only absolutely undefiled food or by existing on odors only, or if one

subverts it from below by destroying, through the removal ofthe barriers between

men and beasts, the distinctions between them imposed by sacrifice, it becomes

possible to attain a state of total communion that can be taken just as easily as a

return to the tender familiarity of all creatures in the Golden Age or as a descent

into the chaos and confusion of savagery. It is in any event a question of estab-

lishing, either by individual asceticism or by collective frenzy , a type of relation-

ship with the deity that official religion, through its sacrificial procedures, denies

and bans. It is equally true that through inverted methods with contrary implica-

tions, the customary separations of sacrificer, victim, and deity become confused

and blurred and finally disappear.T

This interpretation still seems valid, but we would like to enhance its justi-

fication by means of a special case. There exists an Athenian ritual that ex-

emplifies the institution's nature and that clearly brings out many of the inter-
nal tensions within Greek sacrifice. This particular sacrifice is called the

Bouphonia, and in it the Greeks have in some sense overtly dramatized the

paradox of a self-negating slaughter, abolishing itself when transposed to a

ritual, and transcending itself so it may enter into culture and found the reli-
gious, civic, and human order. The term Bouphonia means "murder of the

ox" and hence from the outset already calls in question the division between

murder and sacrifice. The victim chosen is a yoked ox rather than a beast that

was spared the yoke. By sacrificing a faithful working companion, a creature

that is, broadly speaking, a member of the household like a relative or domes-

tic slave, the boundary that normally separated humans from animals was

blurred. We know that in Greece wild beasts were not normally sacrificed.

They were killed without scruple like enemies in the hunt. The meat, there-

fore, from this ritualized slaughter-sacrifice-belongs exclusively to domes-

1 Leçon inaugurale au CoIIège de France (Paris, 1976) (reprinted in Relìgions, histoires, rai'
sons [Paris, 19791, 22-23), translated as ' 'Greek Religion, Ancient Religions," above, chap. I6.
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tic species: pigs, goats, sheep, and cattle. These animals, however, are not
situated on the same level. If certain pythagoreans refused io 

"ut 
unf tt tn"-,

other members of the sect were less intraniigent and differentiatedtetween,
ûrst, cattle and sheep, which are too close to men to slaughter without com-
mitting a crime, and second, pigs and goats, distant 

"nougt 
to ue puito ceatn

without fear of polrution. At the summit of this hierarchy Jr ¿orn"rii" animals ,the plough ox occupies a totally separate position. It is so close to -un, ,ointegrated into his universe, that the ox is situated outside the ordinary sacri-
ficial sphere. To sacrifice a plough ox is already in itself anomalous and threat_
ens to subvert the whole ritual and its internal logic. Thus an immolation of
this kind of victim is likely to be interpreted by the Greeks as a testing of the
validity ofsacrificial practice. Through the extremes ofits content and its bor_
derline status, the sacrifice of a plough ox functions as a touchstone for the
equilibrium of the entire system. Aetiological myths that recount the origin of
things and explain the circumstances of their foundation also serve to reveal
symbolic operations enacted in ritual that transform the violence of murder
into a pious participation in civilized life. Meat, too, as plutarch shows, un-
dergoes the same process that at the end of the ritual transforms a piece of raw,
bloody, and impure flesh, newly cut from the victim, into fully hu,nun nour_
ishment, thereby binding together those who eat the sacrifice ti'ougrr a com-
mon form of cultivated food.s

The most valuable passage on this subject, because it is the fullest and most
detailed, is found in the second book of D¿ abstinentia. This passage in por-
phyry, borrowed from Theophrastus, has been extensively commenied on by
Jean-Louis Durand from a perspective akin to our own.e v/ithout recounting
every detail of his analysis, we would rike to add a few remarks to porphyry,s
text, eloquent enough in itself, that relate directly to our problem. (Th^e trans-
lated text is appended to the end ofthis piece.)

(l) Relying on what Theophrastus reports of the foundation of the Athenian
Bouphonia, Porphyry's aim is to show that "men must neither soil the altars
of the gods through murder, nor must they touch such food [animal meat] any
more than the body of their own kind [alimentary flesh thus being assimilated
to anthropophagyl." The practice, still preserved in Athens, wluld have a
didactic value Qtaraggerma), arthough in actual fact, the lesson reveared in
Theophrastus's account goes in exactly the opposite direction. Not only is a
plough ox sacrificed each year on the Rcrofótis to the greatest goJ àr trre
pantheon, Zeus Polieus in his function as the city's divinity, but all itre citi_
zens, in order to conform to Apollo's order given through the pythian oracle,
are obliged to communally partake of the victim's flesh. The þaradox goes
even further. If there is indeed a murder at the beginning of the story, with a

sPlut.,Quaest.Rom. lO9,2g9e_f;cf.DetienneandVemant, Lacuísínedesacrífice.
e "Le corps du délit,,' Communications 26 (19i,7): 46_61.
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victim (the ox), and a culprit (the murderer)-a stranger called sopatros of

uncertain status, who, after having acted on his own in a fit of rage, finds

himself guilty and subsequently goes into exile-at the end of the story with

the official institution of the rite and the legal procedure for judging the mur-

der, all the participants in the ritual suddenly disappear. First, the murderer

vanishes, because once Sopatros has acquired citizenship on his return to Ath-

ens, there is no longer a guilty party. Second, the victim's body: "the ox is

put back on its feet in the course of the same sacrifice that had taken its life,"
ãnd thus there is no more victim. Thirdly, the feeling that a crime was com-

mitted is lost, because the Pythia orders the ox's flesh to be eaten, "without

any scruple." Finally, the instruments are likewise disngy! of: the murderous

ax"is "fårgotten" by the text when it recounts the final judgment on the par-

ticipants, just as it eliminates the man who used it to strike the animal, while

theïnife ii sent to the bottom of the sea with whatever else is felt to be guilty'

(2) Through its silences, affirmations, and semantic ploys, the text proceeds

to efface both the murder and the crime according to the same narrative progres-

sion, which, starting from a prepolitical situation (i.e., a kind of social confu-

sion), constructs the city of Athens, with its plowed land, town, acropolis, re-

ligious rites and priesthoods, communal feasts, law, and status of citizenship.

(3) In primordial times, when the ox is assassinated by an outsider to the

society in a moment of subjective anger, the animal is neither eaten nor sacri-

ficed. Its bones are not burned for the gods. How could they be? In those
.,ancient times" animals were not offered in sacrifice, but only those cakes

and types of cereal dough that the ox himself would devour at the altar. An

eater óf cakes, excluded from sacrifice, forbidden for human consumption,

the ox in this primordial era is not yet truly separated from man. Once dead,

it is buried by its assassin, who gives it the same funeral honors as a man

would receive. It is only at the foundation of rituals, when men, for their part,

have authentically become citizens, that the ox is alienated from them and

allowed to fall into the category of animals to be sacrificed and eaten. Through

this gap, the animal's status, especially that of an edible animal, undergoes a

meta}ãrphosis. At f,rst, in its proximity to man, the ox has no place in the

dietary .å¿". It devours and tramples the grains it ought to be helping to make

gro* io, men, and the crop, whose first fruits are reserved exclusively for the

lods, it turns into animal fodder. When buried in the earth, like a man, it hides

in its belly the barley seeds it has swallowed, thus blocking the normal growth

of the gráin. At the end of the narrative, the ox, placed in its position of sac-

rificial victim, is gutted of its meat, and becomes sacrificial food for human

consumption on"" it has been stripped of its bones, which are piously burned

over the altar for the gods. It is filled up, this time, with straw-the true animal

food-and not with barley. Finaliy, it is hauled back on all fours, stuffed with

hay, as if it were alive, and harnessed to a cart. On every level, therefore' its

diétary vocation is confirmed in the context of religious life and organized
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politics. A provider of meat for men and of bones and fat bumed for the gods
once it has been ritually slaughtered, the animal, now associated with agricul-
tural labor, appears also as a producer of grain. This is the grain that has been
cooked three times and that, together with the cooked meat of domestic ani-
mals slaughtered according to the ritual,'establishes man in the place that,
according to the Greeks, constitutes the space of human civilized life, in a
two-fold distance from beasts and from gods.

If the act of slaying lies at the heart of the thusia, it resides there like a
subversive threat that is repeatedly conjured away. It is a defect against which
care is taken to construct and organize the delicate balance of a rite which
embeds life in death. It admits that we must slaughter animals in order to eat,
yet at the same time it aims to banish acts of murder and savagery from what
is human.

Porphyry, Dn RnsrrNENTrA

Book 2.28.4-2.30

28. For we are not bound to stain the altars of the gods with gore. Humans
should not touch such victuals just as they do not touch the bodies of their own
kind. But the precept which is preserved still at Athens should be kept in each
of our lives.

29. In antiquity, as I said before, humans sacrificed grain to the gods, not
animals, and they did not use them for their own nourishment. At a public
sacrifice in Athens, one of the oxen coming in from the fields is said to have
eaten some of the meal in honeyed oil and the incense and to have trampled
all over the rest. A certain Diomos or Sopatros, not a native but someone
farming in Attica, became enraged at what had happened. He seized an ax that
was being sharpened nearby and struck the ox. The ox died. When the man
recovered from his anger and realized what he had done, he buried the ox and
went of his own accord into exile in Crete as one who had committed impiety.
Then the rain stopped falling, and the grain no longer grew. Delegates were
sent by the state to Delphi to inquire of Apollo. The Pythia responded that the
exile in crete would redeem these conditions: avenge the murder and resurrect
the dead in the same sacrifice in which it died, and things would be better for
those who tasted the dead and did not hold back.

A search was undertaken, and the man responsible for the deed was discov-
ered. sopatros reckoned that he would be released from the unpleasantness of
being polluted if they all did these measures in common. He told those who
came to him that the ox must be slain by the city. Since they were at wit's end
over who would be the slayer, he offered them this possibility: if they made
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him a citizen, they would share the murder with him. Agreement was reached

on those terms. When they came back to the city, they arranged the affair in
the way in which it remains today.

30. They chose girls to bring the water. They fetched the water used for
sharpening the ax and knife. After sharpening, one man administered the ax,

another struck the ox, and a third cut its throat. They next skinned it, and

everyone tasted the ox. Afterwards, having sewn up the hide of the ox and

stuffed it with hay, they set it up again with the same stance as when it was

alive and yoked it to the plow as if ready for work. Assembling a trial for
murder, they summoned all who had participated in the deed to defend them-

selves. The water fetchers charged that the shatpeners were more to blame

than they. The sharpeners said the same about the ax-administrator, and this

one of the throat-cutter, and this one of the knife which, being without a voice,

was condemned to murder.

From that time to the present always during the festival of Zeus Polieus on

the Acropolis at Athens those mentioned above perform the sacrifice of the ox

in the same way. Having placed meal in a honeyed oil and cakes of ground

barley on a bronze table, they drive around it selected oxen' Whichever takes

a taste is struck. The families of those who perform these rites exist today.

Those descended from Sopatros, who struck the ox, are all called Ox-Smiters.

Those descended from the one who drove the ox around are called Prodders.

Those descended from the slaughterer they named Carvers because the feast

came from the distribution of the meat. They filled up the hide, whenever they

were brought to court, and threw the knife into the sea.

Translated by T. Taylor (Oxford, 1913)

Dpscenr¡s's well-known dictum about "good sense" could just as well be
said of divination-rhat it is the most wiãely distributed commodity in the
world. Throughout the course of human histoþ, there is no ,o"i",y ,iat in its
own way has not known and practiced it. In inviting historians of th" g."ut
civilizations of the past to compare the various oraculaì techniques of different
societies, our purpose was to examine jointly the various forms assumed by
this divinatory intelligence. But were we thennot running the risk of repeating
the work of documentation that others have already done so well?r

In reality, our project was both less vast and more ambitious. our claim was
not to present a quasi-exhaustive chart of those divinatory nonns catalogued
by specialists in diverse civilizations. we intended instead to take some perti_
nent cases for comparison to attempt to reply to two fundamental questions we
thought were raised by divination, if we ãpproached it in its duaidimensions
as a mental attitude and a social institution. what, on one hand, can be implied
about the nature of the intellectual operations that take place during the stages
of an oracular consultation; what defines the logic of the system ihat is acti_
vated by the seer in order to decipher the unseen and answer its consultants,
requests? In short, what type of rationarity is expressed in the game of divin-
atory_ procedure, the apparatus of oracular techniques and syÃbofisms, and
the classificatory frameworks used by the seer to sort out, organize,manipu-
late, and interpret the information on which his competence is based? on the
other hand, what position and function does a particurar society assign to orac-
ular knowledge? Because prophetic science is practiced on oócasio-ns when a
choice, or important choices, need to be made and because it determines de_
cisions, both public and private, how far does its field of application extend
and what are the areas of social life subject to its authorityi'wt 

"r" 
on these

levels are we to situate the relations of the seer to other ãgur", such as the
king, priest, and judge, who, in their roles, also have u porvã, of decision?2

This piece, "Parore et signes muets," originaily appeared as the introduction to a collective
volume entitled Divination et rationaríté (paris, 1974), and is reproduced here with the kind per_
mission of Le Seuil. Translated by Froma I. Zeitlin.

t see especialry the series of studies assembled in two volumes by André caquot and MarcerLeibovici, La divination (paris, l96g).
2 These are the kinds of questions posed by A. Adler and A. Zempreni in their investigation ofdivination among the Moundang of Chad: ' 'The question to be asked is what is the nature of the

intellectual procedure that it ldivination] implies and what is there in it of knowledge that it puts

Chapter I8
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